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PRESIDENT’S REPORT DEC 2017
Hi everyone
Well, we seem to have had the best fishing in the area for a number of years and most of you 
have gone home contented with your time at TALTAC and looking forward to your next visit.  
Different people and organisations will all put forward their reasons as to why it’s been such a 
great season and you probably have your own theories.  Let’s just hope it’s the first of many 
good seasons and that TALTAC has such a high occupancy rate as it did from May onwards.  
The clubhouse was pretty quiet prior to that as usual and it has led your committee to begin 
reviving a few ideas to try to increase our patronage during the summer months.  Nina and I have 
spent many happy times at TALTAC at that time of the year, the rivers aren’t so busy, fishing can 
be very good in the rivers and lakes, there are plenty of walks to do, bike riding is popular and of 
course the weather is usually very good.  AND the lodge is quiet.
There is always at least one elephant in the room and in this situation its name is “security of 
equipment” i.e. bikes, kayaks and fishing gear.  The committee has decided to erect a building 
to house these items as well as our own gardening equipment.  We want to have it built by next 
spring so we can start advertising its presence to members who would like to stay for a few days 
with bikes etc.  It isn’t intended that boats will be included due to their size but we do envisage 
members leaving their fishing gear in lockers instead of having to take it home every time. We 
have discounted the idea of using shipping containers, instead we are currently investigating 
various types of buildings rather than a straight forward garage type structure.  Watch this space.
At every quarterly committee meeting we approve applications from a number of people who 
have been recommended by two other members.  Some are family, others are work colleagues, 
people they’ve met on the river or friends.  There are several requirements placed on the 
shoulders of the nominators.  
• The Application Form can only be sourced from our Secretary Manager, Mary.
• Application forms must be signed by two proposers, completed correctly and the right 
amounts of subs etc written and collected.
• The proposers MUST ensure the new member is indoctrinated into the club ethos, have the 
rules made clear and their responsibilities explained.  Things such as “You clean up the fish 
cleaning room when you have finished including wiping down the wall!”,  “Guts are placed in the 
freezer and if you are at the club on a Monday or Thursday night you take the guts out of the 
freezer and place them in the black waste bin for collection early the following morning”.  And so 
on....
• Also of course a person is only allowed to have two stays at the club as a guest.  They must 
then join the club.  It is a concern when Mary receives applications from people who haven’t even 
been to the club, they can hardly appreciate what it’s like and know the rules.
Whilst on the subject of visitors the committee has agreed that as from 1st January 2018 visitors 
will be paying an increased accommodation fee of $35 per person per night.  Please make sure 
you tell your visitors of this increase.  I’m sure you’ll agree that compared with any other paying 
type of accommodation anywhere this is a very cheap price for a bed for the night and all the 
other facilities we provide and have to maintain.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT DEC 2017 (Continued)

There is no plan to increase members’ per night accommodation charge at this stage.  However 
like all fiscally prudent organisations we do need to review our finances constantly to ensure we 
have capital to fund regular maintenance and improvements to our facility as a whole.  You will all 
appreciate the improvements we have made in recent years, ladies bathroom, men’s showers, re-
cladding of cottage and a host of other things.  Shortly we’ll be re-cladding the roof above Units 
4-8 and also replacing some of the decking along the frontage.  Rob Martyn did a wonderful 
job of compiling our “Club Operating Plan” last year and that gives us a living document to 
operate the club in the best way we can for our members.  We’ll be reviewing our end of year 
finances and ensuring we have provision for such items as insurance excesses and the future 
development of our club amenities such as the proposed storage building.
The committee agreed at our last meeting to ask the AGM to approve an increase the amount of 
the annual subscription by $5 for each classification to be effective from 1st January 2019. This 
is a requirement in our Constitution.  Annual Subscriptions will be: Senior $45, Family $60, Junior 
$10.
There seems to some confusion over the existence of rules regarding the parking of boats in the 
main car park.  There aren’t any.  Common sense should prevail.  Whilst the car park is primarily 
used by members to park their cars close to their rooms should there be empty parking places 
(because the club is only half full for example) there is no reason why a member or visitor can’t 
park their boat on an empty spot.  We just need to be respectful of other people which I’m sure 
we are.
I’m sure you all know that we lost several members this year.  They will all be remembered at the 
AGM but I’m sure you’ll like to know that Helen is still doing our laundry for us and the constant 
stream of visitors she gets from club members across the road is testament to how we all felt for 
Jim and Helen. 
The Club’s AGM is being held at the clubrooms on Saturday 24th February, this is just prior 
warning so you can book accommodation of required.  Various committee members will come 
up for re-election at the meeting including the President, one Vice President and three committee 
members.  If you are interested in being nominated for the committee you can contact Mary after 
the Notice of the AGM has been issued.
Finally I’d like to say a big thank you to our committee for all the work they have done this year.  
Many little jobs and some larger ones especially the men’s showers which turned into a bit of a 
nightmare that was handled extremely well by Graeme and his team of builder and plumber.
So, have a great Christmas everyone, there will be plenty of room at the Club so why not have it 
there!!!!!!!!!
Ken Haines
Club President.
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On behalf of the committee and all club members I wish to offer a very special thank you to Roger Malthus and 
Jim Allison for their ‘beyond the call of duty’ efforts. Roger traveled from New Plymouth to carry out a valuation 
for Insurance purposes on the club property, free of charge. Imagine what that saved the club. 

Jim Allison along with everything else he does around the place, completely stripped the fish cleaning shed. 
This included the removal of the fridge and freezers and water blasted the inside of the shed. This to remove all 
those nasty smells. 

There are many others who come to mind and I thank each and every one of you. You are legends.

Here goes the grumpy one again. There are too many applications for membership arriving incorrectly filled 
in. Some of the people being nominated have not even stayed at the club. Don’t suggest to someone on the 
riverbank to join the club and not follow up. Copy of what I put in a previous newsletter below:

A reminder to those who are introducing prospective members to the club please be prepared to have 
them stay with you as a guest to enable them to learn how the club operates. This is not negotiable, 
there are still too many arriving at the club with no idea of how the club operates and this is your fault 
not theirs. Thank you. 
There have been reports of stock wandering on the lower reaches of the Tongariro River. We would like to ask 
if you can report any sightings please to Sporting Life on 07 386 8996 and they will contact the appropriate 
services. Thank you.

A reminder to you all that the clubs Annual General meeting will be held on the 24th February 2018 
commencing at 5.30p.m followed by BBQ dinner. Feel free to join in and have some fun. Notification for 
nominations will be sent out with the agenda and financial reports in the New Year.

A friendly reminder that TALTAC will become totally smoke free on the 1st January 2018. 

As from the 1st January 2108 the night rate for non-members will increase by $10.00 to $35.00 your co-
operation with this would appreciated. 

We would still like a few more articles for the newsletter. Many have responded to my last request, thank you so 
much. Come on I know you have some tales that deserve to be shared. We are happy to be the messenger.

Subscriptions are due on the 1st January each year. Don’t forget.

Please see President Kens report for more information.

Why is there an expiration date on sour cream?

CLUB NEWS THAT YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW

This is what can happen when a large group staying at othe club hit it off.
Most had been staying for a few days and having turn about at providing a meal.
Rodger was number one chef and on this evening  and John was chef in charge of roast 
vegetables.
We were fortunate to be invited to join the team on the evening Rodger was cooking Roast lamb. 
With everyone making a contribution and mucking in, it turned out a really great evening.
I was thinking at the time that there was hardly a beer to be seen. Most of the men were drinking 
red wine. How times have changed.
Thanks team.
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TALTAC REPORT DEC 2017
Where has the year gone ???  It is almost Chrismas already ….. I’m still getting over the last one !

The fishing this year has been outstanding.  The Winter river runs produced some very nice 

conditioned fish for the rivers. The fish were in really top condition as a result of a lot of smelt out 

in Lake Taupo over the Summer from the start of the year and the smelt had even been reported in 

the middle of Winter.

Interesting to note that this year boat anglers did really well over Winter on rather large Orange 

lures with quite a few anglers reporting catching “big” fish that got off just as they got them to the 

boat.  It is quite unusual for the Lake to fish quite well for the winter. Trolling was quite effective.

Just recently the lures have been black and gold toby, green flash toby, yellow flash toby, yellow 

and white cobra.

Out on Lake Taupo the jigging has picked up in the last month and one local fishing guide is raving 

about how good the fishing is for jigging. Some good fish caught already but some looking just 

a little thinner in the belly. These should fatten up over the next month in time for the Christmas / 

New Year holiday makers. Some nice orange coloured flesh on the fish already. 

The last month or so has seen some great dry fly fishing for the eveing rise in the Tongariro River. 

Late September the Mayflies started hatching and in the last month the caddis have come online 

for the eveing rise. A few reports of green beetles but anglers haven’t really been raving about 

them this year.  Top flies for the caddis have been Sporting Caddis, Goddard Caddis, Elk Hair 

Caddis.  Top flies for Mayflies have been Parachute Adams, Royal Wulff, Kakahi Queen, Blue 

Dunn, Black Gnat. Anglers have also been fishing with wee wets.

Plenty of fish are in the Tongariro at present.  Most are now recovering fish but provide plenty of 

entertainment with the dry fly.  In amongst these have been some nice fresh fish which tend to 

have been picked up by wetliners. A few good sized browns have been caught as well and their 

numbers should continue to grow as we head towards February. 

This year has seen a big upswing in the Spey / Skagit methods of fishing with anglers gearing up 

with double handed rods swinging across and down. This offers an alternative method to catching 

fish.  Learning to cast these rods is what seems to be attracting anglers ( the ability to shoot miles 

of line) , also it is a whole new game to selecting the right lines and sink tips and knowing how to 

fish them. 

We have had some good reports from Lake Otamangakau  already this year. Seems to have been 

the usual standard fare of bloodworms, red pheasant tails, flashback pheasant tails, damsel 

nymphs and woolly buggers. 

Last week I heard my first cicadas for the year.  This was when we had a week of sunshine and the 

temperatures were topping 26-29 degrees celcius.  It will be interesting to see if we get a bumper 

cicada season this year.  Normally they don’t really come online here in Turangi until mid January 

through February.  If you are really lucky the fish can start taking them at the start of January and 

this may extend into the first week of April however they are really weather dependant and you 

might only get a two week window for fish to take them. 
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I had the privilege of introducing a brand shining new prospective member to TALTAC a couple of 
months ago.
We had casting lessons beforehand so that we had a head start and, having arrived, done the 
TALTAC tour with “this is the way we do things here”, we went into town  and hired waders and 
got a licence.  Then we had a lesson on how to put waders on....  Set up rods and off to the river.  
Started off in the Breakfast Pool for easy wading and less distance casting with a short sink tip 
line so it was easy to recover and cast and he wasn’t too bad – got it half way across anyway!!  
Having fished through there we tried the Lower Bridge Pool but that wasn’t co-operating either.
Now, on the bright side, my novice fisher is a chef so we had beef cheeks for dinner with all the 
trimmings, which was delicious.
Up early the next morning and out to Hatepe at the mouth of the Hinemaia River for more casting 
practice and the occasional nibble.  A lovely morning and the Kowhai trees were magnificent.  
Went back to the Breakfast Pool and had a couple more bites – did I mention the fishing was hard!
After lunch we went over to the western side and fished the Whareroa river mouth and the Kuratau 
river mouth and I showed him the other stream mouths for night fishing and the Tailrace where 
we had a few flicks.  Overrun with camper vans – seems a very odd place for them to park but I 
suppose where there is a waste disposal and water and a shower looks very attractive if you are in 
a camper van and it is free after all.
After lunch back at the Club we went and had a look at Lake Otamangakau; the Te Whaiau Canal 
actually where the water was very high and the margins quite marshy and quaky and the fish were 
not biting.  Then came back the other way and had a look at the Blue Pool.
Back to the Club where we had non chef cooked curry and rice and had a very convivial evening 
in the kitchen. The friendliness and comfort of the Club are commented on by everyone who 
comes there.
Next morning up at sparrow fart again and down the Breakfast where we had a couple of touches 
and I finally managed to hook a fish for him to play and land which he did very efficiently and then 
had a lesson on cleaning a trout ready for him to take to Hawkes Bay the next day.
Went for a look at the lower river in the afternoon and had a go in the Bridge Pool both above and 
below it.  It looked great but didn’t do anything for us.
After another pleasant evening at the Club and a morning fish my tyro went off saying he had 
thoroughly enjoyed himself, as had I.
The next morning I landed a few fish in the Lower Bridge Pool and went home happy.
Hopefully we have convinced someone else of the joys of fly fishing and what a wonderful place 
TALTAC is.

A FIRST FISHING TRIP
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THE REDEEMING NATURE OF A FRESH RUN TROUT.

Well, after several years of tripping to TALTAC and coming home empty handed, with nary a tug 
on my proffered flies, the ‘fish drought’ finally ended for me this year! Just when I thought I’d 
completely lost the knack, and was thinking of taking up Ukrainian Knee Boxing as an alternative 
past time, I struck a few days of really good angling, finally redeeming myself in the eyes of my 
family (et al). This latter group of stalwarts have faithfully watched me depart on fishing trips over 
many years, loaded to the gunnels with tackle and provisions, only to return looking a little sleep 
deprived, sporting the early symptoms of a bad chest cold, and significantly worse off financially, 
with most of that expenditure residing on the bottom of the Tongariro river, (or more accurately, 
attached to snags* on the bottom of the Tongariro river). 
Through all that period I’ve tried to be stoic, not resorting to acts of desperation, like posing next 
to the fish counter at Pak N Save in my waders, and photo-shopping out the price tags later. 
However, stoicism did wear a bit thin following yet another fishless trip when, due to my age and 
rapidly failing sense of balance, I fell over in the river and in attempting to recover my poise (and 
dignity) thrust out my hand and snapped a rather nice fly rod, of which I was rather fond.
The ending of my ‘fish drought’, and the redeeming nature of hooking into and landing a 
substantial fresh run rainbow is, I have discovered, a cathartic experience which has not only 
invigorated me as a fly fisherman, but also as a human being! Suddenly I have found boundless 
new energy to finish off all those odd jobs around the house, to accompany my wife on her 
shopping trips looking for new clothes and furnishings, to listen happily as she practices endless 
carols for her choral debut this Christmas. (Incidentally, she had her voice professionally trained; 
unfortunately it escaped and went wild again). 
If there is a message here it must surely be that, at some point in everyone’s life, the need to 
catch a fresh run rainbow is a ‘must have’ experience. For some, the Donald Trumps of this 
world, it should happen as early as possible. Donald  “Get Your Fish On!”
Seasons Greetings
Jim Flewitt
(*SNAGS: Submerged & Nasty Angler’s Grief Structures)



SMILE TIME:
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Murphy says to Paddy, “What ya talkin into an envelope for?” 
“I’m sending a voicemail.”

Paddy says, “Mick, I’m thinking of buying a Labrador. 
“Blow that,” says Mick, “have you seen how many of their owners go blind?”

19 Paddies go to the cinema, the ticket lady asks “Why so many of you?”  Mick replies, “The film 
said 18 or over.”

The Grim Reaper came for me last night, and I beat him off with a vacuum cleaner.  Talk about 
Dyson with death.

I went to the cemetery yesterday to lay some flowers on a grave. As I was standing there I 
noticed 4 grave diggers walking about with a coffin. 3 hours later and they’re still walking about 
with it. I thought to myself, they’ve lost the plot!

My daughter asked me for a pet spider for her birthday, so I went to our local pet shop and they 
were £70!  Blow this, I thought, I can get one cheaper off the web.

I was at an ATM yesterday when a little old lady asked if I could check her balance, so I pushed 
her over.

My neighbor knocked on my door at 2.30am this morning, can you believe that, 2.30am?!  
Luckily for him I was still up playing my Bagpipes.

I was explaining to my wife last night that when you die you get reincarnated but must come 
back as a different creature.  She said she would like to come back as a cow. 
I said “You’re obviously not listening.”

The wife has been missing a week now. Police said to prepare for the worst. So I have been to 
the charity shop to get all her clothes back.

The wife was counting all the 5ps and 10ps out on the kitchen table when she suddenly got very 
angry and started shouting and crying for no reason. I thought to myself, “She’s going through 
the change.”

When I was in the pub I heard a couple of plonkers saying that they wouldn’t feel safe on an 
aircraft if they knew the pilot was a woman.  What a pair of sexists.  I mean, it’s not as if she’d 
have to reverse the darn thing!

A teddy bear is working on a building site. He goes for a tea break and when he returns he 
notices his pick has been stolen.
The bear is angry and reports the theft to the foreman.  The foreman grins at the bear and says 
“Oh, I forgot to tell you, today’s the day the teddy bears have their pick nicked.”

Just got back from my mate’s funeral. He died after being hit on the head with a tennis ball. It 
was a lovely service.
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NOTICE

Anglers will be affected by a plan to reduce vehicle 
access to Lake Otamangakau near Turangi 
from December.
Date:  23 November 2017
Anglers along with other users of Lake Otamangakau near Turangi will need to adapt to imminent 
changes that will reduce vehicle access to the area commonly known as the ‘north arm’ of the 
lake. 
The Taupo Fishery management team have been notified by the Lake Rotoaira Forest Trust of 
their intention to put a gate across Access Road No. 4, on the western side of the lake. Access 
onto the forest lands is being changed to manage health and safety concerns.
While access to boat ramps will not be affected, there will be impacts on people attempting 
to access Lake Rotoaira Forest Trust land to the north of Lake Otamangakau dam. Restricted 
access is expected to take effect from early December and will particularly impact on anglers 
who previously enjoyed the convenience of remote camping beside the lake – including many 
visiting and international anglers.
Taupo Fishery Manager Dave Conley recognises the recreational value of access to the north arm 
of the lake and is working hard to find solutions for anglers.
“We should acknowledge and thank the Lake Rotoaira Forest Trust for previously allowing 
access, as anglers have enjoyed many years of excellent fishing and camping as a result. The 
northern arm of the lake offers anglers the opportunity to experience wilderness camping, while 
still having access to their vehicles and the convenience of a short drive to Turangi.”
“We understand the need for the changes to access policy, and are currently working with 
Genesis Energy, Lake Rotoaira Forest Trust and local hapu to find solutions that will enable 
anglers to have a similar wilderness camping experience without accessing private forestry land. 
A ‘site visit’ last week presented an opportunity to explore how these ideas could work on the 
ground,” Dave added.
Discussions with stakeholders are currently underway, but in the meantime anglers may have 
to make some changes to their plans for the summer, as lasting solutions may be some months 
away.
For further information about forestry operations and access to forestry land contact NZ Forest 
Managers Ltd – +64 7 836 8757
Contact
Peter Shepherd, Community Ranger
Email: pshepherd@doc.govt.nz



TALTAC MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR 2018
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I/we wish to retain membership of TALTAC and enclose subscription(s). 

I/we wish to resign membership of TALTAC (please return your security key, should you have one, 
and your deposit will be refunded).

 2018 Subscription NZFFA* Levy Amount
Life Member  $3.00 $..............
Adult $40.00 + $3.00 $..............
Couple/Family $55.00 + $6.00 $..............
Junior $ 5.50  $..............
Subscription arrears, if any   $..............
Donation to Club funds   $..............
  
TOTAL - for which cheque enclosed herewith  $..............
 
Name..............................................................................Date.............................................................

Address...............................................................................................................................................

Tel No.(pr.)................................................(bus.)..................................................................................

Occupation **.....................................................................................................................................

Other Skills** ......................................................................................................................................

* The New Zealand Federation of Freshwater Anglers - the voice for all concerned freshwater 
anglers!

** The Club would like to have a database of skills/occupations which members are willing to 
offer should the necessity arise, i.e. painting, gardening, building, plumbing, electrical, accounts, 
handyperson, locksmith, you name it, we might be able to use it.

Please send all payments to TALTAC, P.O Box 149, Turangi. OR
Direct Credit to: 06 0471 0062195 00

Thank you




